Combined interventions are effective in MRSA control.
A large healthcare-associated epidemic mainly caused by one methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA) strain broke out in Pirkanmaa County, Finland, in 2001. This study describes the impact of infection control and screening practices on the epidemic. The number of hospital-acquired (HA)-MRSA findings obtained from clinical and screening samples during the epidemic was calculated. Strains were typed by pulsed-field electrophoresis (PFGE) or spa typing. Strain type distribution was studied in relation to sample type, year of the epidemic and site of transmission. Several infection control interventions were launched stepwise and screening protocols were expanded. A total of 4118 cases were identified during 2001-2014, of which 3527 were classified as HA. One strain (spa t067) dominated in the epidemic. HA-MRSA cases decreased constantly from the year 2011. The number of new HA-MRSA cases was 57% less in the year 2014 (n = 171) as compared with the year 2011 (n = 399). The proportion of the epidemic strain declined significantly over the years. Screening samples comprised 71% (2439/3527) and clinical samples 29% (1034/3527) of HA-MRSA findings. The number of HA-MRSA cases found from clinical samples started to decrease when screening was expanded. An increase in hand-rub consumption was associated with a decrease in transmissions in Tampere University Hospital (TAUH). Implementation of universal screening together with several other interventions is effective in containing an MRSA epidemic. The proportion of other than Pirkanmaa epidemic (PE)-MRSA strain findings increased throughout the period, indicating the changing epidemiology of MRSA.